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Discussion:
Two related aspects of the field of invasive fungal infection are receiving increased attention. First, growing populations of at-risk
individuals are associated with an increasing prevalence of invasive fungal disease (IFD).1,2,3 Second, clinical research and antibiotic
stewardship programs have demonstrated that the population of patients receiving systemic anti-fungal drugs often includes a
high proportion of patients who do not have IFD.4,5 This can be attributed to the high morbidity and mortality associated with
IFD and, often, inadequate diagnostic information.6 These considerations inform the development of various approaches to the
diagnosis of IFD, including those that support withholding antifungals where they would be inappropriate. These include the evaluation of the relative merits of pan-fungal diagnostic methodologies versus those that are specific to particular genus/species targets.
(1g3)-b-D-glucan (BG) is an example of a pan-fungal test with a high sensitivity and a high negative predictive value (NPV).7,8 From
a clinical strategy approach, if this test is positive, in the appropriate at-risk patient population, the clinician has laboratory support
for either treating appropriately and/or continuing the investigation through the use of multiple, more targeted genus/speciesspecific tests and, potentially, more invasive procedures to recover specimens for examination.9 If the BG test is negative, the high
NPV offers support for withholding what would likely be inappropriate antifungal therapy, while continuing the diagnostic effort to
determine the cause of the symptoms. From a laboratory resources approach, given the number of genus/species-specific tests
available, using a BG test for screening offers the opportunity to reduce or eliminate multiple expensive tests in the circumstance
where the BG result is negative. Conversely, where BG is positive, multiple, additional tests may then be justified in order to
intensify the investigation. Recently, Prattes et al. described the application of the BG test in the routine clinical practice of a large
tertiary care academic medical center. Guided by BG results, systemic antifungal therapy was withheld from approximately one
third of the at-risk patients, none of whom progressed to IFD. Conversely, BG results increased the yield of patients requiring
antifungal therapy.10
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